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Super Smash Bros Melee is a playing platform with a robust competitive scene equipped with long-term stories, an ever-evolving metagame, and, most importantly, a fervent fan base whose loyalty and passion for it have made Melee a core element of esports even as Nintendo GameCube and CRT TV become relics of
the past. With Melee's history being so extraordinarily rich and the strategy and skill involved with the competitors being so intensely difficult, it would be impossible to fully explain every facet of the game. However, for those who are thinking of investing time in visualization and playing, or even those who simply want to
better understand what happens if they ever happen to be watching, here is a basic spectator guide to the world of competitive melee. The competitive one-on-one Melee basics is usually played as a best of three or best of the five set. A player must win two out of three or three games to win a set and advance in the
tournament. To win a game, a player must beat their opponent in a fight in which both their characters begin with four lives, more commonly known as stocks. A win would then be defined as when the player's character still has at least one of the remaining stocks and the opponent's character has zero. When a character
loses its last stock, the game ends automatically. In very rare cases, a game will be played until the expiration of the eight minutes on the timer, where the winner is then decided by who has more stocks, or if the stock number is even, which has a smaller percentage. When you watch a competitive melee game, there
will be many things going on, but at its core, each player is attacking the other to build the percent, and ultimately, take their opponent's stocks. As a percentage character goes higher, each attack you are hit with will send them on and forth. Once reached a sufficiently high percentage, an attack can hit a character so
hard that it will either immediately lose a stock as the character flies completely off the screen or loses a stock because they are quite far from the stage that they can't do it back on. With these essential bare-bones things of the game laid out, we can dive a little deeper. Characters and stages Of the 26 characters played
from a variety of different Nintendo video games, about a third of them are considered to be viable tournament. Each character has a unique set of moves and, while a qualified player can do incredible things with any of them, from a competitive point of view, most of them simply don't have the tools to win major
tournaments. So when you watch a the overwhelming majority of them will include the following characters: Fox, Marth, Falco, Jigglypuff, Peach, Captain Falcon, Sheik, Ice Climbers, Samus, Luigi and possibly Pikachu, Yoshi or Doctor Mario. Each of these characters have advantages disadvantages, but what they all
have in common is that the tools you can make an opportunity to earn a high level. There are six legal tournament stages from which players can choose from. Each of them have differences in overall size, makeup, and look. These stages are Yoshi's Story, Dreamland, Battlefield, Pokémon Stadium, Final Destination
and Fountain of Dreams. Each of the steps can be more or less advantageous for certain characters and game styles leading to much strategy going into picking and counter-picking of them. This idea of choosing characters or stages to disadvantage your opponent is a good transition in understanding the essential
pieces of strategy in the scene. Strategy and Matchups Of these viable characters from the tournament, butt matches are often unbalanced in favor of a single character. For example, while Falco is considered a bad match for Captain Falcon, Marth would be just as bad if not worse for Falco. So if a main player a
character with one or two particularly bad matchups, they could also play a secondary character to deal with it. Many top players have several characters in their arsenal for this very reason. The other option for this is to practice worse stronger matchups in order to compensate for the natural character imbalance. As for
the selection stage, after losing a game, the player who has just lost then gets to choose the stage for the next game. So if a Fox player loses a game against a Peach or Jigglypuff on Dreamland (a stage that favors these characters), the player can then choose a stage like Yoshi's Story that lends itself more to the fox
set of moves. Many top players will choose stages that naturally favor their character; however, some will choose stages that favor the way they play the game or a stage that they simply like more. While sometimes you may not work out, this way of counter-picking stages can lead to a player dominating a stage, even if
it is not necessarily the best choice for their character. Neutral and Penalty Game Melee can be broken down into two distinct categories: Neutral and Punishment. Neutral is when no character is hitting each other and are looking for openings. Players who are talented in neutral can get hits in easily and will often come
out half better when the two characters interact. Winning neutral can lead to punishment. Punishment is essentially making the most of winning a neutral exchange with tracking attacks that build percent or lead to taking a stock. Players who are talented at punishing, can often take stocks starting from a single or mistake
by their opponent. Players who are talented in neutral and when punishing are elite level and will always be in the conversation to win a tournament. Recovery and Edgeguarding A massive difference between Melee and subsequent installations in the Smash franchise is is edgeguarding and the strategy involved in
recovery. Edgeguarding occurs when a player has been hit or thrown offstage. When this happens, the other player will try to keep them offstage in an attempt to make a stock. This is done by taking the edge or putting in attacks that would prevent the player from doing it again on stage. In many situations, the player will
go even far off stage, as well as in order to attack their opponent and guarantee that he will not recover. Recovery is simply the act of a player trying to return to the stage and save their stock. This also has a fair amount of strategy in it. Each character has different jump ingls and a variety of movements that help them do
this. The way they choose to recover is based on the tools at their disposal, as well as the strategies that try to neutralize their opponents trying to edgeguard. Game Styles While obviously each person plays the game differently, when watching Melee, most players will use two types of game: aggressive or defensive.
When aggressive, a player will be constantly pushing the pace of the game, often attack and try to overwhelm their opponent with heavy pressure and quick movement. The characters who lend themselves to this type of game are Fox, Falco and Captain Falcon, although each character can be aggressively indifferent.
When defensively, a player will be trying to space outside their opponent's attacks and focus on taking advantage of mistakes. This type of game is slower and more methodical, which can dig momentum from an aggressive player while punishing openings get them strong. The characters who lend themselves to this
style of play are Marth, Peach and Jigglypuff, however, again, each character can play defensively as these three characters can be played aggressively. In today's world of competition, an important part of high-level success is the ability to seamlessly use both the aggressive and defensive game. The ability to integrate
both allows players to mix their approaches and choices effectively, making sure that their style is unpredictable and flexible enough to play any kind of opponent. The current competitive scene As Melee continues to age, the field of competition has never been more open. Now, more than ever, players without historical
dominance or top-level characters have made deep tournaments, often coming out with a win. Of the top 10 players in the world, only two principals have the same character. As for the stories, I watched Pikachu and Captain Falcon win Major Tournaments, a feat thought to be impossible in the modern era before it
happened. We've been watching the growth of new players and the fall of old grip tight guard on the top tournament placement. At the same time, we pursued the redemption of players who were thought to have their prime. Melee is a game with dynamic, compelling game and an ever-changing view of what we know
and what is still left to be discovered. It's a game that I love deeply, and one worth every moment I gave it. So for those who are looking for the first time, understanding these basic facets can at least make for a more interesting viewing and perhaps a lifelong obsession like Melee is for so many people. Check out Energy
Pro Dignitas gaming chair for a whole new area of design and comfort! Watch any competitive Melee match for the first time and you might be inspired by the hasty fight. Look at a player's hands during this match and you would be crestfallen.Competitive Melee requires a considerable amount of dexterity - no doubt the
most in professional games right now: With such an intense game from the outside, it is indescribable why new players might be discouraged from participating. One thing I wish I had when I started was a basic, elementary explanation of what happens during a melee match and I can start doing that too. To this end, I



will be writing this simple English guide for those who are either interested in the competitive game and have no experience or those who play occasionally and would like to go to the next level. Word before: Choose your main MainYour, simply put, it's the best character. To get started: Jigglypuff is ideal for defensive
players, Captain Falcon hits like a truck, and Marth is the combo king. Start with these and branch out to others that arouse your interest. The most important point here is to be confident in your choice. Mastering each character's movement and abilities doesn't come overnight. Warning: Fox and Falco (colloquially known
as spalies) are two of the coolest characters in the game, I know. But I would advise you to stay away from them at first. Their fast drop speeds combined with precise technical requirements make them two of the hardest to master. Return to them later, after you've solidified your fundamentals. Technical SkillMuscle
Memory is the name of the game in Melee. While some of these techniques can be annoying to get hung by, with repetition you will soon be able to execute each of them without beating an eye. To practice any of the following, we recommend going into a match and setting up a Player 2 so that you can train alone
without being bothered by the CPU. Neutral game vs. Ledge GameThe whole of Melee can be divided into two sections: neutral game and edge game. Neutral play is just everything that happens between the edges of a map. The goal of the neutral game is to overcome, outmaneuver, and fool your opponent in order to
get them off the stage. Along the way, you will do your best to guard the edge and deflect their attempts to return. It is important to articulate these two concepts because without them, Melee can look like a bit of a clusterfuck. clusterfuck. Now, just keep in mind that the game changes significantly depending on who you
would be in. Note: To avoid writing an encyclopedia, I'll keep the skills I discuss limited to the techniques they all melee characters can perform. The following luxury terms are techniques used mainly during neutral play. L-Cancel (Lag Cancel)When a character lands after attacking in the air, he experiences something
called the input lag. Basically, this is a very exploitable second if your character doesn't respond to your commands. Fortunately, an L-cancel skips this gap entirely, thus providing access to defend faster or expand combos. To perform an L-cancel, press L or R while simultaneously flicking the stick left down in the tenth
second after the attack and before landing. Short HopsA short hop is achieved by a light shot, either at the jump buttons X or Y. I find the best way to practice L-cancel is to kill two Falcos with one stone. When you perform short hops, run an L-cancel each time you land. Practice at first. Once you feel like you can do this
constantly, try hopping on stage on Final Destination.WavedashAs you're hopping over F.D. perfecting L-cancels, you might start to notice your character occasionally slipping on a landing, otherwise known as a waveland. A wavedash is essentially a wave, but at a stun pace. Specifically, it is a physics exploit engine
that occurs when airdoging (pressing L or R while in the air) into the ground. First jump and then - pretty much instantly - flick the control stick, either left down or right while tapping L or R.De what is useful this, you ask? When elegant, the characters must stop to attack. However, during a wavedash, the characters retain
access to all their abilities. Which means you can move at a faster pace and stay versatile at the same time. This was by far the most furious to get the hang of. It is a very fast, precise movement that requires hours of repetition to be perfected. Once you've landed one, remember what that successful wavedash feels like.
Here's a link to a new GameCube controller for when you throw yours through the window. Dash DancingOnce your character hyphens, you can flick the stick in the opposite direction, and then the other, and so on to create a continuous cycle of hyphens. The goal here is to dash in just while baiting an attack, dash
another way to dodge, and counterattack after exposing itself. This ability is generally improved by playing others. Directional Influence (D.I.) Influence is a vital defensive ability to survive high-powered attacks and get rid of combos. After you receive a shot, you will notice that moving the control stick will have a subtle
influence on the character's trajectory. We call this D.I. In a perfect situation, D.I.D.I. moment before you get a heavy blow to affect the highest chance of survival. While there are 3 different types, new players should focus on moving the control stick to the upper left corner or the upper right in the opposite direction sent.
Ledge GameThese refers to when your opponent is off the map and you are guarding the edge or vice versa. EdgeguardEdgeguarding refers to the use of any skill in your character's arsenal to keep your opponent away from the stage. There are two main ways to edgeguard. One of them is performed waiting on stage
to reject their attempts. The other is done by jumping off the stage if they are open to punishment. Mew2King is the undisputed king in this department: Unfortunately, there is no combination of button elaborated here. This is a broad talent that will have to be built over time as you discover the ins and outs of each
character's abilities and off stage survival. Ledge ResetA edge reset is an extremely useful skill performed when trying to re-engage the neutral game. While hanging on the edge, the control point stick down to drop, then jump up to re-grab. This creates a second of invulnerability, which combos well when used in
conjunction with the elegant edge. Ledge DashLedge's stylish is the lovechild between edge reset and wavedash. First, drop down as normal would be for a reset edge, but this time jump a hair earlier. Ideally, your character should be just above the stage level. Once he came here, make a wave on stage. If used directly
after a reset edge, you should have a cold second of invulnerability to help restart the neutral game. EdgehoggingFirst, wavedash or short hop back to grab the edge when the opponent is under the stage trying to recover. When your opponent tries to catch the edge to survive, use L or R to roll up. This will grant you a
moment of immunity where you will keep the edge priority and your opponent won't be able to knock you off. Essentially, you're grabbing the ledge so your opponent can't. Find out Matchups Once you get to grips with your fundamentals, it's time to start studying your matchups. For example, if you play Captain Falcon,
you'll probably have problems with Falco's lasers. Fortunately, you don't even have to play to improve in this category. In fact, you can quickly improve by watching others. Study professionals who use Twitch mainwatch feeds or YouTube clips from professional players who use your mains. Understand stare In a matchup
you fight. Take note if they are playing defensively or staying inside. Find out why they came off the stage that once at edgeguard. Discover which situations are used by their secondary. Notice cases where they use D.I. to survive. Marths should check out Mew2King or Zain, Jigglypuffs you have to watch Hungrybox,
Falcos Mango study, and if you're a peach, Armada is the way to Second after you have learned the main charges against other characters, I would advise choosing a second character that excels in matchups if your main falls short. Place priority on your main, but also devote time to practicing these techniques with
your secondary too. Get used to losing, like a lotIt's where everyone starts. Isolate the reasons why you lost a particular match. Compartmentalize them and focus on improving to one side at a time. Play with people who are better than you. In my experience, the Smash community is one of the best and most welcoming
there. Go to the locals, ask others for help, and they'll usually force you. A great resource to find a community close to you is Smashboards.Watch Smash Bros. DocumentaryIt is a rite of passage. There is also a test written before each tournament to prove that you have watched it. Kidding. But I don't encourage him
because he gives perspective to how great the state of the game is now compared to his childhood. It is extremely well made and provides a detailed history of the game's greatest players and the most nostalgic moments. There is a lot more to talk about in Melee, but I feel this provides sufficient encapsulation of the
basic concepts a new player should address in the first place. Do you have any advice for new players? What are some things you'd like to know when you started? Started?
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